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Replying to: Lyric Kent: Everyone thinks differently. Would you hold these
same standards to someone with a learning disability or someone that was
caring for themselves because they had no family or went home and were
beaten everyday? Would you just tell them to toughen up and do your
homework?

so we need a generation to step up and teach there kids to be better parents
so that there arent any bad home enviorments 
 
Chase Robertson - an hour ago

Replying to: Chase Robertson: So this should push them to do even better if
they get that sad by not getting something, competition will push them, if they
want to stop getting laughed at for lets say getting a D in a class that should
push them to do better not just lay down and let all the people that are hating
them keep doing it. They need to learn to stand up for themselves

Everyone thinks differently. Would you hold these same standards to someone
with a learning disability or someone that was caring for themselves because
they had no family or went home and were beaten everyday? Would you just
tell them to toughen up and do your homework? 
Lyric Kent - an hour ago

So Just to sum it up we need to make the world a kinder place  
Chase Robertson - an hour ago

Replying to: Lyric Kent: You can't expect parents to teach kids to be kind
because not all parents are teachers have to be some of the kindest most
caring people and I feel that at least a small part of their job should be to teach
kids to care about what happens to other people otherwise theirs just going to
be more hate in this world and we definitely don't need that. I believe that
many problems in this world could be solved with a little kindness. And if you
disagree and think that we don't need more kindness then I am a loss for
words.

where do we say we want less kindness?
Chase Robertson - an hour ago

Replying to: Xavier Chavez: We cant make it like that though. We have set a



picture for what schools are like here in America and it really sucks what
society has done.

Facts
Theodore Jackson - an hour ago

Replying to: Theodore Jackson: Schools just need to be more like a home
and a safe place to be for kids.

We cant make it like that though. We have set a picture for what schools are
like here in America and it really sucks what society has done.
Xavier Chavez - an hour ago

Replying to: Theodore Jackson: Schools just need to be more like a home
and a safe place to be for kids.

heck yeah 
Lyric Kent - an hour ago

Replying to: Theodore Jackson: Schools just need to be more like a home
and a safe place to be for kids.

You can't expect parents to teach kids to be kind because not all parents are
teachers have to be some of the kindest most caring people and I feel that at
least a small part of their job should be to teach kids to care about what
happens to other people otherwise theirs just going to be more hate in this
world and we definitely don't need that. I believe that many problems in this
world could be solved with a little kindness. And if you disagree and think that
we don't need more kindness then I am a loss for words. 
Lyric Kent - an hour ago

Replying to: Lyric Kent: Having tough skin is nice but it doesn't work for
everyone everyone has a different emotional state and you can't always
expect someone to not take something hard if it meant a lot to them. You can
brush of certain things but if you keep doing that it's only going to hurt your
mental health in the long run because you can't always brush things off and
sometimes peoples words can stick with someone for a long time

So this should push them to do even better if they get that sad by not getting
something, competition will push them, if they want to stop getting laughed at
for lets say getting a D in a class that should push them to do better not just

lay down and let all the people that are hating them keep doing it. They need
to learn to stand up for themselves
Chase Robertson - an hour ago



Replying to: Theodore Jackson: Schools just need to be more like a home
and a safe place to be for kids.

for real
tanneigha o'john - an hour ago

Schools just need to be more like a home and a safe place to be for kids.
Theodore Jackson - an hour ago

Replying to: Lyric Kent: Having tough skin is nice but it doesn't work for
everyone everyone has a different emotional state and you can't always
expect someone to not take something hard if it meant a lot to them. You can
brush of certain things but if you keep doing that it's only going to hurt your
mental health in the long run because you can't always brush things off and
sometimes peoples words can stick with someone for a long time

Exactly.
Xavier Chavez - an hour ago

i doubt some kids care if their equal to everyone else
tanneigha o'john - an hour ago

Replying to: Chase Robertson: teach kids from their parents

Having tough skin is nice but it doesn't work for everyone everyone has a
different emotional state and you can't always expect someone to not take
something hard if it meant a lot to them. You can brush of certain things but if
you keep doing that it's only going to hurt your mental health in the long run
because you can't always brush things off and sometimes peoples words can
stick with someone for a long time 
Lyric Kent - an hour ago

Replying to: Chase Robertson: Then why dont we teach kids to have tough
skin and know that you playing varsity wont mater 50 years down the road it
doesnt matter

We cant necessarily do that because some kids take things deep and maybe
being on varsity has been a big goal for them and possibly their parents could
scold them about not making it and their friends may make fun of them.
Xavier Chavez - an hour ago

Replying to: Theodore Jackson: people just need to not let things bother
them so much. parents need to teach their kids to brush things off and not get
upset.



upset

Exactly 
Chase Robertson - an hour ago

Replying to: Chase Robertson: teach kids from their parents

people just need to not let things bother them so much. parents need to teach
their kids to brush things off and not get upset.
Theodore Jackson - an hour ago

*school 
Chase Robertson - an hour ago

schools is for education 
Parents are for everything else 
Chase Robertson - an hour ago

teach kids from their parents  
Chase Robertson - an hour ago

Then why dont we teach kids to have tough skin and know that you playing
varsity wont mater 50 years down the road it doesnt matter
Chase Robertson - an hour ago

Replying to: Chase Robertson: dont we have safe to tell

That is true but I feel that some people are scared to use it
Theodore Jackson - an hour ago

that's probably why they do that maybe because its a bigger school and have
more stuff going on then most
tanneigha o'john - an hour ago

dont we have safe to tell 
Chase Robertson - an hour ago

give examples 
Chase Robertson - an hour ago

so how  
Chase Robertson - an hour ago



Replying to: Lyric Kent: Personally I believe that the education system should
be tweaked and that education should be a primary goal of world leaders. In
countries around the world that have "good" education systems students aren't
learning real life stuff like bills and taxes but also emotional education and
social skills. We are just given homework and tests and told to have it all done
by a certain day and even though that could develop accountability it also
creates a lot of anxiety and stress that can create problems for people later on
in life because. Since almost everything we do in school is graded, getting a
bad grade on something that you put a lot of effort into can create a feeling of
inadequacy. If that feeling of inadequacy is repeated it can turn into a constant
feeling of not being good enough even though you're giving it your all. The
school systems of today don't focus and making people feel that they are good
enough and that they are smart because not everyone one's brain works the
same way. I feel that if our education system but energy into creating an
accepting and loving environment that teen depression rates would go down
and people would be more involved in their learning because they no longer
feel like they aren't good enough, if we had a class where we just talked about
what was going on and vocalized how we felt about ourselves after a test that
we could create a better learning system that focused on bettering the mental
health of students. Sorry it's off topic kinda but is one of my topics on my
discussion sheet

your saying some subjects in school do not matter but what if you want to be
an account-in your going to have to know math, like whatever you do in your
life when you grow up your going to have to take something you learned in
high school with you.
tanneigha o'john - an hour ago

Replying to: Lyric Kent: Personally I believe that the education system should
be tweaked and that education should be a primary goal of world leaders. In
countries around the world that have "good" education systems students aren't
learning real life stuff like bills and taxes but also emotional education and
social skills. We are just given homework and tests and told to have it all done

by a certain day and even though that could develop accountability it also
creates a lot of anxiety and stress that can create problems for people later on
in life because. Since almost everything we do in school is graded, getting a
bad grade on something that you put a lot of effort into can create a feeling of
inadequacy. If that feeling of inadequacy is repeated it can turn into a constant
feeling of not being good enough even though you're giving it your all. The
school systems of today don't focus and making people feel that they are good
enough and that they are smart because not everyone one's brain works the
same way. I feel that if our education system but energy into creating an
accepting and loving environment that teen depression rates would go down
and people would be more involved in their learning because they no longer
feel like they aren't good enough, if we had a class where we just talked about
what was going on and vocalized how we felt about ourselves after a test that
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we could create a better learning system that focused on bettering the mental
health of students. Sorry it's off topic kinda but is one of my topics on my
discussion sheet

You mentioned teen depression brought on because of school work, what are
the rates in the past and how have the facts that social media can contribute to
teen depression effect that, and just how the times change, we become a more
dependent people over the years and that can effect mental health to be seen
as you said inadequacet
Chase Robertson - an hour ago

Replying to: Lyric Kent: Yeah pretty much

Well then I agree 100%
Theodore Jackson - an hour ago

Replying to: Theodore Jackson: So are you saying that schools should not
give out homework?

Yeah pretty much 
Lyric Kent - an hour ago

Replying to: Lyric Kent: Personally I believe that the education system should
be tweaked and that education should be a primary goal of world leaders. In
countries around the world that have "good" education systems students aren't
learning real life stuff like bills and taxes but also emotional education and
social skills. We are just given homework and tests and told to have it all done
by a certain day and even though that could develop accountability it also
creates a lot of anxiety and stress that can create problems for people later on
in life because. Since almost everything we do in school is graded, getting a

bad grade on something that you put a lot of effort into can create a feeling of
inadequacy. If that feeling of inadequacy is repeated it can turn into a constant
feeling of not being good enough even though you're giving it your all. The
school systems of today don't focus and making people feel that they are good
enough and that they are smart because not everyone one's brain works the
same way. I feel that if our education system but energy into creating an
accepting and loving environment that teen depression rates would go down
and people would be more involved in their learning because they no longer
feel like they aren't good enough, if we had a class where we just talked about
what was going on and vocalized how we felt about ourselves after a test that
we could create a better learning system that focused on bettering the mental
health of students. Sorry it's off topic kinda but is one of my topics on my
discussion sheet

So are you saying that schools should not give out homework?
Theodore Jackson - an hour ago



Theodore Jackson  an hour ago

Replying to: Sheridan Brull: Example question...

Personally I believe that the education system should be tweaked and that
education should be a primary goal of world leaders.  
In countries around the world that have "good" education systems students
aren't learning real life stuff like bills and taxes but also emotional education
and social skills. We are just given homework and tests and told to have it all
done by a certain day and even though that could develop accountability it
also creates a lot of anxiety and stress that can create problems for people
later on in life because. Since almost everything we do in school is graded,
getting a bad grade on something that you put a lot of effort into can create a
feeling of inadequacy. If that feeling of inadequacy is repeated it can turn into a
constant feeling of not being good enough even though you're giving it your all.
The school systems of today don't focus and making people feel that they are
good enough and that they are smart because not everyone one's brain works
the same way. I feel that if our education system but energy into creating an
accepting and loving environment that teen depression rates would go down
and people would be more involved in their learning because they no longer
feel like they aren't good enough, if we had a class where we just talked about
what was going on and vocalized how we felt about ourselves after a test that
we could create a better learning system that focused on bettering the mental
health of students. Sorry it's off topic kinda but is one of my topics on my
discussion sheet
Lyric Kent - an hour ago

Replying to: Xavier Chavez: But still I think an officer could do anything else
but kill the person such as taze or pepper spray because what if the person
has a disability or something? Shooting the person should not be the first
action a police officer should take.

But think about it from the police officer's point of view. They probably fee
threatened in the same way the protesters do and they are defending their
beliefs.
Theodore Jackson - an hour ago

In the US declaration of independence it says that as a people we have a
Right and a Duty that if the government becomes corrupt, to over throw 
Chase Robertson - an hour ago

Replying to: Xavier Chavez: But still I think an officer could do anything else
but kill the person such as taze or pepper spray because what if the person
has a disability or something? Shooting the person should not be the first
action a police officer should take.



true  
Chase Robertson - an hour ago

Replying to: Chase Robertson: the person has to think about their actions

But still I think an officer could do anything else but kill the person such as taze
or pepper spray because what if the person has a disability or something?
Shooting the person should not be the first action a police officer should take.
Xavier Chavez - an hour ago

You should express your feelings about the situation instead of letting
someone else because they might say it in a way you do not want it to be 
tanneigha o'john - an hour ago

but what if you're pationate about a bad thing 
Chase Robertson - an hour ago

What changes more, violent protesting or peaceful protesting?
Theodore Jackson - an hour ago

i agree that most people that protest against stuff do take the situations further
than it is supposed to be.
tanneigha o'john - an hour ago

the person has to think about their actions 
Chase Robertson - 2 hours ago

Replying to: tanneigha o'john: But are protest always the right answer
though?

They can be if they are done in the right way.
Theodore Jackson - 2 hours ago

The person that died probably did something that in the situation the cop is
trained to kill to prevent further damage 
Chase Robertson - 2 hours ago

But are protest always the right answer though?
tanneigha o'john - 2 hours ago

Replying to: Sheridan Brull: Example question



Replying to: Sheridan Brull: Example question...

Its not the government thats protesting its the people against the people 
Chase Robertson - 2 hours ago


